Outline:

Platypus leaves his burrow in the riverbank and dives into the cool green pool. It is dusk and he is hungry. Platypus is always busy, always moving, looking for his next meal. Follow platypus as he plays, swims, dives and scurries around his riverbank home.

Author/Illustrator Information:

Sue Whiting started her working life as a primary school teacher with a special interest in literacy education and children’s literature. In 2005 Sue left teaching to pursue a career in children’s book publishing. She is also a successful author who has written numerous books for children and young adults: fiction and nonfiction, picture books through to YA.

Mark Jackson is an illustrator based in Melbourne. He has co-illustrated several books with his wife, Heather Potter, and their work has been featured in several exhibitions. Mark has three previous titles published by Walker Books Australia: The Truth About Penguins written by Meg McKinlay, 2010; Not Like Georgie written by Scott Hatcher, 2009; and Stuck! written by Charlotte Calder, 2009. For more information and samples of his artwork, please visit his website: http://www.jackpot-art.com/

How to Use These Notes:

This story works on many levels. The suggested activities are therefore for a wide age and ability range. Please select accordingly.
Before Reading

Before reading *Platypus*, examine the front and back cover of the book. Identify the following:

• The title
• The author
• The illustrator
• The publisher
• The blurb.

What do you think the book will be about just from the information available on the cover? Write your predictions down and revisit them after reading the book. Were your original thoughts correct?

Have a class discussion on platypuses where students call out what they know about them and the teacher records these thoughts in a mind map on the board. After reading the book as a class, revisit the mind map and remove any incorrect information and add in new information that you have learned from the book.

Exploring the Text

Is *Platypus* an imaginative, informative or persuasive text? Is it a combination of more than one of these types of texts? How can you tell? Who do you think the book was created for?

The text in this book is presented in two styles. Identify the formats. Why do you think the book is designed this way? Read the book using each format separately and then discuss how the different formats change the purpose and alter the perception of *Platypus*. Which writing style do you prefer: the descriptive storytelling style or the informative factual style? In what types of texts would each of these writing styles usually be used? For example: novels, short stories, newspaper articles and reference books.

A number of literary devices are used in the text, including:

• Metaphor
  e.g. “Its tangle of roots clings desperately, a catcher’s mitt for fallen leaves and broken-off branches.” (page 6)

• Personification
  e.g. “…the water lazes in a still green pool…” (page 6)

Can you find any other examples of these devices? What effect do you think each of them has on the text?

Read page 14 and discuss what effect the rhyme and repetition has on the reader. Why do you think Sue Whiting used this style on this page?

*Platypus* includes an index at the back of the book. What is the purpose of an index? How do you use it? In what kind of books would you normally find an index?

Using the index as a starting point, collect any other words from the book that you don’t know the meaning of and create a platypus dictionary. You can also collect words and phrases from any further research to add to your dictionary. Illustrate some of the entries to help further explain their meaning.

Research Sue Whiting online or in your school library. What other books has she written? How are they similar or different to *Platypus*?

Exploring the Illustrations

Mark Jackson has included a discarded plastic bottle in one of the illustrations. Why do you think he chose to include this? What can people do to avoid having their rubbish end up in rivers and other places it doesn’t belong?

Look at the colours the illustrator has used in *Platypus*. Why do you think he chose to use these colours? Do they accurately represent the environment that platypuses live in?

Research Mark Jackson online or in your school library. What other books has he illustrated? How are they similar or different to *Platypus*?

Discussion Questions and Activities:
Further Activities

Find other books about platypuses in your school library. How do the authors and illustrators deal with the subject of platypuses differently to Sue Whiting and Mark Jackson? Choose one other book about platypuses and present it to the class, explaining how it is different from Platypus.

Draw a large picture of a platypus and label its features and characteristics (such as their waterproof fur, venomous spur, etc.) Also draw pictures of some of the animals that platypuses like to eat.

Think about the colour of a platypus and the colours of the muddy rivers where they live. How does their colouring protect them from predators?

Do you think a platypus is a good animal for a pet? Why or why not? Hold a class discussion.

In small groups, create a diorama in a cardboard box to represent the platypus's habitat. Try to incorporate materials from the natural environment into your display. Use the text and illustrations as a guide as to which colours and materials to use.

In what areas of Australia do platypuses live? Are you likely to see one in the wild? Where can you go to get a closer look at a live platypus?

Read the poem Old Man Platypus by Banjo Patterson to the class (the poem can be found at http://allpoetry.com/Old-Man-Platypus). Using information that you have learned from this book, Banjo Patterson's poem and further research, write your own poem about a platypus.

“[Platypuses'] biggest threat is loss of habitat, through drought, flooding, land clearing and water pollution.” (page 28)

How can your class or school help in protecting or regenerating natural habitats for platypuses?

Write a book review on Platypus. Write what you liked about the book and how the author and illustrator conveyed information in an interesting way. Mention any books that are similar to this book and make a recommendation as to who you think will enjoy this book.